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None Educational goals Students will develop a critical understanding of the objectives, principles and
methods of Business Ethics and Corporate Governance within different economic environments. At the end of
this course, Students will have an understanding of ethics and governance issues and criticalities, in their
theoretical and practical implications and with reference to an international dimension. Considering the
application of the concepts of the course, it aims to allow the acquisition of the capability to understand ethics
and governance issues related to the different professional activities accountant, auditor, consultant etc. At the
end of the course, the Student knows fundamental ethics and governance concepts. Based on this knowledge,
the Student has an in-depth comprehension of ethics and governance issues and the administration needs
coming from related regulations. Course content History and introduction to business ethics, ethical issues in
business, stakeholders theory, shareholders theory and ethics, ethics and accounting and finance, basic
concepts of corporate social responsibility and social reporting; history and introduction to corporate
governance, corporate governance theories, models and codes, directors and board structure and role of
institutional investors; corporate governance, accountability and reporting, corporate governance failure,
corporate governance and society. Textbooks and reading lists Business Ethics: Introduction to ethical
reasoning BASF case and utilitarianism, deontology and virtue ethics and chapters: Mapping the territory,
Journal of Business Ethics, Vol. Chris Cowton in his lessons published on the website of the course and in
e-learning. The modern corporation and private property. Agency problem and the theory of the firm. Journal
of Political Economy ; Jensen M, Meckling W. Theory of the firm: The Journal of Financial Economics ; 3:
Tricker, B Corporate governance: Accounting for Society and the Environment London: Teaching methods
Teaching activities will include lectures, seminars and case analysis. Lectures will give an overview of the
main ethical and governmental topics. Seminars will offer an in depth analysis of specific aspects and will
develop a critical understanding. Case analysis will be used to discuss practical implications of these topics.
Colleagues from international Universities United Kingdom will be involved in teaching activities,
contributing to offer an international overview on the investigated topics. Assessment and Evaluation Written
exam including questions on business ethics and corporate governance. It aims to value the achievement of
learning objectives referred to ethics and governance topics. In particular, questions are formulated to value
the capability of understanding and critical thinking of Students on these topics. After 48 teaching hours there
will be a first part exam, referred to business ethics. At the end of the course, there will be the second part
exam, referred to corporate governance or a complete exam.
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The Corporate Governance Code The Kay Review Applying the codes of practice to small companies Ranking
corporate governance initiatives Why is good corporate governance important? Corporate governance and
corporate performance Illustration 3. Prophetic criticisms of UK corporate governance A risk perspective on
corporate governance Corporate governance ratings, indexes and links with financial performance Chapter
summary Questions for reflection and discussion Chapter 4 The Role of Boards in Corporate Governance
Aims and Objectives Unitary and two-tier board structures Splitting the role of chairman and chief executive
Research into split roles The role of non-executive directors in corporate governance Illustration 4. The
non-executive director function in the wake of the financial crisis Illustration 4. Initial reactions to Higgs
Research into the role of non-executive directors Getting the balance right Who wants the job anyway?
Executive remuneration Illustration 4. Executive remuneration in banks Illustration 4. Bankers called to
account and apologize The High Pay Commission: Cheques with balances Research into executive
remuneration Illustration 4. Boardroom diversity Recipe for a good board Alternative models for enhancing
board effectiveness Brave new boardrooms? The Kay Review Principles and recommendations Conflict and
pension fund trustees The growth of institutional investor activism Figure 5. Trust, institutional investment
and the Kay Review Institutional investor voting Reviewing the impediments to voting shares Voting on
remuneration policy Illustration 5. Fat cat slim Research into voting by institutional investors Illustration 5.
Hypocrisy among investment institutions: Corporate governance activists should carry a wealth warning!
Engagement and dialogue Illustration 5. A clear mandate for institutional investor activism Illustration 5.
Failure of engagement in the financial crisis Research into engagement with institutional investors Illustration
5. Emerging issues Institutional investor engagement and power Factors affecting shareholder activism
Shareholder activism and financial performance Chapter summary Questions for reflection and discussion
Chapter 6 The Role of Transparency, Internal Control and Risk Management in Corporate Governance Aims
and Objectives.
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corporate governance and accountability was overdue and that students needed an up-to-date reference book covering
theory and practice in the area. In this text we.

Directors, company secretaries and executives have until 27 July to respond to the proposed fourth edition
before it is set in stone early next year. This note aims to highlight some of the key changes sought to be
implemented in the fourth edition, as well as our initial reactions to it. Whether or not you plan to respond to
the 27 July deadline, we would be delighted to hear your views on the fourth edition. The draft fourth edition
retains the same 8 core principles from the third edition. In addition, the fourth edition proposes to introduce 9
new recommendations within the existing 8 core principles. When will the fourth edition come into effect?
Entities with a 30 June balance date will be expected to report their governance practices against the fourth
edition commencing with the financial year ending 30 June , while entities with a 31 December balance date
will be expected to report against the fourth edition commencing with the financial year ending 31 December
Our initial reactions to the fourth edition The ASX Corporate Governance Council should be commended for
inviting all stakeholders to comment on the proposed fourth edition. It is essential to the strength and longevity
of ASX as a capital market. There are, nonetheless, some matters which we think will require further
consideration by the Council and which we have outlined below. We would be delighted to hear your views
on these issues, as well as any other aspects of the new CGPs. Unlike section of the UK Companies Act,
section of the Corporations Act does not require mandatory consideration of other stakeholders such as
customers, suppliers and the environment. Moreover, there has been careful consideration of the scope of
section duty by various bodies including the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial
Services and the former Corporations and Market Advisory Committee, who both concluded that section is
satisfactory. A law which does not is bad law, and at the very least magnifies the uncertainties faced by
directors. Additional responsibilities and more red tape The Council also acknowledges that some of the new
recommendations in the proposed fourth edition overlap with new whistleblowing and anti-bribery laws. It is
undoubted that the new CGPs will impose an additional burden on boards, company secretaries and executives
to digest and address new issues. Whether that new burden is incremental or material remains to be seen.
Australia has already shifted to a hybrid model of corporate governance regulation. The fourth edition is no
longer the light touch regulatory alternative to corporate governance prescription. Rather, it is a further
layering of red tape on an increasingly complex prescriptive system. It remains to be seen whether the level of
red tape being imposed on directors and secretaries of publicly listed companies is appropriate and will
encourage efficient and healthy capital markets. Are enhanced board diversity aspirations achievable and
relevant? The revised recommendation 1. While tolerance, inclusion and non-discrimination should be an
integral part of the values of any listed organisation and indeed organisations generally , the commentary
could be read as requiring a commitment to achieving diversity across all the enumerated areas. If that in fact
is what the Council is advocating, there will be differing views on whether such an outcome is practicable, and
whether it is truly in the interests of shareholders and other stakeholders of listed entities to focus on the
achievement of diversity to this extent on the board, in senior management, and across other levels of the
organisation. No evidence is provided for such an assertion that age or cultural diversity results in better board
decision-making. The only report cited by the Council is one which found that companies with gender
diversity tended to achieve higher revenue, growth and profitability. The diversity commentary may also have
unintended consequences. Is it now best practice for a board to appoint a 30 year-old as well as an 80
year-old? To select a board member on the basis of their religious beliefs? Moreover, could it result in finger
pointing at diversity as being responsible for underperformance more than it being an effective tool for
encouraging listed entities to enhance their performance? A listed entity should instil and continually reinforce
a culture across the organisation of acting lawfully, ethically and in a socially responsible manner. Listed
entities should take into account a broader range of stakeholders: Listed entities must have a statement of core
values: Listed entities are required to ensure the board is informed of all material breaches which call into
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question the code of conduct: A listed entity should have whistleblower policy and anti-bribery policy: Listed
entities to set measurable gender diversity objectives: The ASX Corporate Governance Council suggests that
for a diversity policy to be effective, the listed entity should be setting numerical targets to be achieved within
a specified timeframe. It suggests that the board or committee of the board consider setting key performance
indicators for senior executives on gender participation in the workplace. The effect of this is to encourage
greater participation of women on the boards of listed entities. Heightened awareness of carbon risk The
commentary in Recommendation 7. Listed entities should give more consideration as to how their business
may be affected by climate change risks: The Council urges entities to consider carefully the environmental
and social risks faced by them which will in particular include considerations as to the source of
environmental risk relating to climate change, which as the Council notes will impact many listed entities even
where they are not directly involved in mining or consuming fossil fuels. For example, entities should consider
how their operations are impacted by things such as changes in climate patterns, the risks arising from changes
in legislation or government policy and the need to facilitate the shift to a lower carbon economy. Listed
entities should implement further measures where there is material exposure to climate change risk: The
addition commentary added by the Council to Recommendation 2. Whistleblower and anti-bribery policies
The fourth edition anticipates the introduction of new laws to better protect whistleblowers and to improve
anti-bribery and corruption measures. Listed entities to adopt whistleblower and anti-bribery policies.
Cyber-security Further commentary has been proposed in Recommendation 2. Board skills may need to
include competence in cyber-security: The proposed amendments include that a listed entity should cover the
skills needed to address emerging governance and business issues including cyber-security and climate change
as noted above. Integrated reporting New Recommendation 4. The commentary around Recommendation 4.
To view all formatting for this article eg, tables, footnotes , please access the original here.
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Directors, company secretaries and executives have until 27 July to respond to the proposed fourth edition
before it is set in stone early next year. This note aims to highlight some of the key changes sought to be
implemented in the fourth edition, as well as our initial reactions to it. Whether or not you plan to respond to
the 27 July deadline, we would be delighted to hear your views on the fourth edition. The draft fourth edition
retains the same 8 core principles from the third edition. In addition, the fourth edition proposes to introduce 9
new recommendations within the existing 8 core principles. When will the fourth edition come into effect?
Entities with a 30 June balance date will be expected to report their governance practices against the fourth
edition commencing with the financial year ending 30 June , while entities with a 31 December balance date
will be expected to report against the fourth edition commencing with the financial year ending 31 December
Our initial reactions to the fourth edition The ASX Corporate Governance Council should be commended for
inviting all stakeholders to comment on the proposed fourth edition. It is essential to the strength and longevity
of ASX as a capital market. There are, nonetheless, some matters which we think will require further
consideration by the Council and which we have outlined below. We would be delighted to hear your views
on these issues, as well as any other aspects of the new CGPs. Unlike section of the UK Companies Act,
section of the Corporations Act does not require mandatory consideration of other stakeholders such as
customers, suppliers and the environment. Moreover, there has been careful consideration of the scope of
section duty by various bodies including the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and Financial
Services and the former Corporations and Market Advisory Committee, who both concluded that section is
satisfactory. A law which does not is bad law, and at the very least magnifies the uncertainties faced by
directors. Additional responsibilities and more red tape The Council also acknowledges that some of the new
recommendations in the proposed fourth edition overlap with new whistleblowing and anti-bribery laws. It is
undoubted that the new CGPs will impose an additional burden on boards, company secretaries and executives
to digest and address new issues. Whether that new burden is incremental or material remains to be seen.
Australia has already shifted to a hybrid model of corporate governance regulation. The fourth edition is no
longer the light touch regulatory alternative to corporate governance prescription. Rather, it is a further
layering of red tape on an increasingly complex prescriptive system. It remains to be seen whether the level of
red tape being imposed on directors and secretaries of publicly listed companies is appropriate and will
encourage efficient and healthy capital markets. Are enhanced board diversity aspirations achievable and
relevant? The revised recommendation 1. While tolerance, inclusion and non-discrimination should be an
integral part of the values of any listed organisation and indeed organisations generally , the commentary
could be read as requiring a commitment to achieving diversity across all the enumerated areas. If that in fact
is what the Council is advocating, there will be differing views on whether such an outcome is practicable, and
whether it is truly in the interests of shareholders and other stakeholders of listed entities to focus on the
achievement of diversity to this extent on the board, in senior management, and across other levels of the
organisation. No evidence is provided for such an assertion that age or cultural diversity results in better board
decision-making. The only report cited by the Council is one which found that companies with gender
diversity tended to achieve higher revenue, growth and profitability. The diversity commentary may also have
unintended consequences. Is it now best practice for a board to appoint a 30 year-old as well as an 80
year-old? To select a board member on the basis of their religious beliefs? Moreover, could it result in finger
pointing at diversity as being responsible for underperformance more than it being an effective tool for
encouraging listed entities to enhance their performance? A listed entity should instil and continually reinforce
a culture across the organisation of acting lawfully, ethically and in a socially responsible manner. Listed
entities should take into account a broader range of stakeholders: Listed entities must have a statement of core
values: Listed entities are required to ensure the board is informed of all material breaches which call into
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question the code of conduct: A listed entity should have whistleblower policy and anti-bribery policy: Listed
entities to set measurable gender diversity objectives: The ASX Corporate Governance Council suggests that
for a diversity policy to be effective, the listed entity should be setting numerical targets to be achieved within
a specified timeframe. It suggests that the board or committee of the board consider setting key performance
indicators for senior executives on gender participation in the workplace. The effect of this is to encourage
greater participation of women on the boards of listed entities. Heightened awareness of carbon risk The
commentary in Recommendation 7. Listed entities should give more consideration as to how their business
may be affected by climate change risks: The Council urges entities to consider carefully the environmental
and social risks faced by them which will in particular include considerations as to the source of
environmental risk relating to climate change, which as the Council notes will impact many listed entities even
where they are not directly involved in mining or consuming fossil fuels. For example, entities should consider
how their operations are impacted by things such as changes in climate patterns, the risks arising from changes
in legislation or government policy and the need to facilitate the shift to a lower carbon economy. Listed
entities should implement further measures where there is material exposure to climate change risk: The
addition commentary added by the Council to Recommendation 2. Whistleblower and anti-bribery policies
The fourth edition anticipates the introduction of new laws to better protect whistleblowers and to improve
anti-bribery and corruption measures. Listed entities to adopt whistleblower and anti-bribery policies.
Cyber-security Further commentary has been proposed in Recommendation 2. Board skills may need to
include competence in cyber-security: The proposed amendments include that a listed entity should cover the
skills needed to address emerging governance and business issues including cyber-security and climate change
as noted above. Integrated reporting New Recommendation 4. The commentary around Recommendation 4.
Managing risk and creating value published in June which can be accessed at https:
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Description. Corporate Governance and Accountability, 4e provides readers with an up-to-date summary of the most
recent developments in corporate governance. Presenting a full discussion of corporate governance issues, the book
adopts a holistic approach, taking the broadest view of the corporate governance agenda, including both theory and
practice.

The closing date for submissions is Friday 27 July Key takeouts Accountability, governance and social
licence to operate are a key focus of the proposed changes. Enhanced guidance on climate risk disclosure. The
Council proposes to retain the same eight core principles as in the third edition though with significant
changes to principles 3 and to expand the number of recommendations from 29 to The Council writes that the
proposed changes both anticipate and respond to some of the governance issues identified in recent enquiries,
such as the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services
Industry among other issues. Key points Accountability, governance, culture and social licence to operate: The
Council also proposes to introduce three new recommendations 3. To promote better diversity outcomes, the
Council proposes to include, as part of recommendation 1. Requiring a listed entity to disclose its diversity
policy in full and removing its ability to disclose only a summary of the policy. The Council proposes to
amend recommendation 7. On 2 February , the Senate referred an inquiry into carbon risk disclosure to the
Senate Economics References Committee. The inclusion of a new recommendation 6. The Council proposes
amendments to the commentary on recommendation 2. The proposed amendments include that that it should
cover the skills needed to address existing and emerging governance and business issues eg cyber risk among
other risks. In addition, the Council proposes an amendment to recommendation 2. Whistleblower policies and
anti-bribery and corruption policies: The Council proposes that a new recommendation 3. Have and disclose a
whistleblower policy that encourages employees to come forward with concerns that the entity is not acting
lawfully, ethically or in a socially responsible manner and provides suitable protections if they do; and ensures
that the board is informed of any material concerns raised under that policy that call into question the culture
of the organisation. A new recommendation 3. MinterEllison partner, Gordon Williams recently released an
update on the Bill and its possible implications see: Further detail Proposed changes to principles The Council
proposes to retain the same eight core principles as in the third edition though with significant redrafting of
principles 3. Changes to principle 3: The Council identifies the proposed redrafting of principle 3 as the
primary change to the principles on which it is consulting. The Council proposed that the redrafted principle 3
be supported by: Expanded commentary to existing recommendation 1. The Council is also consulting on
some minor changes: According to the Council. The Council writes that the proposed changes are primarily
directed to refining the drafting of the principles and establishing a stronger linkage between the principles and
their supporting recommendations. Proposed new recommendations The Council is consulting on proposals to
add nine new recommendations which, if implemented, would expand the total number of recommendations in
the fourth edition to Proposed new recommendations are: A listed entity with a director who is not fluent in
the language in which board or security holder meetings are held or key documents are written should disclose
the processes it has in place to ensure the director understands and can contribute to the discussions at those
meetings and understands and can discharge their obligations in relation to those documents. A listed entity
should articulate and disclose its core values. A listed entity should: A listed entity should ensure that its board
receives copies of all announcements under Listing Rule 3. A listed entity that gives a new investor or analyst
presentation should release a copy of the presentation materials on the ASX Market Announcements Platform
ahead of the presentation. A listed entity should ensure that all resolutions at a meeting of security holders are
decided by a poll rather than by a show of hands. A listed entity should only enter into an agreement for the
provision of consultancy or similar services by a director or senior executive or by a related party of a director
or senior executive:
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Corporate Governance and Accountability, 4th Edition Welcome to the Web site for Corporate Governance and
Accountability, 4th Edition by Jill Solomon. This Web site gives you access to the rich tools and resources available for
this text.

7: Corporate governance and accountability / Jill Solomon - Details - Trove
Corporate Governance and Accountability, 4e provides readers with an up-to-date summary of the most recent
developments in corporate governance. Presenting a full discussion of corporate governance issues, the book adopts a
holistic approach, taking the broadest view of the corporate governance agenda, including both theory and practice.

8: Proposed fourth edition of ASX Corporate Governance Principles - Lexology
Solomon, J. () Corporate governance and accountability. 4th edition. John Wiley & Sons Inc, pp ISBN Full text not
archived in this repository.

9: KWM | Proposed fourth edition of ASX Corporate Governance Principles
Corporate Governance, Second Edition has been written in response to the constantly changing guidelines and policy in
this field and demonstrates the close relationship between academic research and professional practice.
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